Resolution to Extend Faculty Choice for the Use of TNVoice End-of-Course Student Survey Results in Faculty Evaluation and Promotion for the Duration of the Pandemic (Summer and Fall Semesters 2020 and Spring, Summer, and Fall Semesters 2021)

WHEREAS the Office of the Provost wrote on 27 March 2020 that the University would allow faculty choice about use of Spring 2020 TNVoice end-of-course student survey results in faculty annual reviews, and cautioned deans and department heads against using end-of-course student survey results if faculty choose to exclude them, and

WHEREAS the Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs issued a 10 December 2020 email reminder to Deans and Department Heads that Spring 2020 TNVoice surveys should not be used in annual reviews of non-tenure-track faculty unless the faculty member gives written permission to do so, and

WHEREAS the Office of the Provost was asked to consider an extension of this policy at the 25 January 2021 meeting of the Faculty Senate Executive Committee but rejected this request via 13 February 2021 email to Faculty Senate President Shawn Spurgeon, and

WHEREAS the pandemic situation in Knox County and Tennessee continues to affect faculty teaching, including the need for faculty to: teach both online and in-person, shift between online and in-person instruction, teach fully online, and/or teach in-person on campus with unusual and cumbersome classroom measures, such as wearing face coverings and practicing social distancing, and

WHEREAS the unprecedented changes to teaching and learning due to the pandemic have disparate and potentially inequitable effects on TNVoice survey responses across the faculty,¹ and

WHEREAS the use of TNVoice Student Surveys disproportionately and inequitably affect the evaluation and promotion of faculty in marginalized or minoritized groups and non-tenure-track faculty,²
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BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Provost’s Office extend the policy of March 2020 to maintain an adjustment to performance expectations for tenure-track and non-tenure-track faculty, including expectations with respect to delivering online instruction, allowing faculty to choose whether to include TNVoice end-of-course student survey results from summer and fall 2020 semesters and spring, summer, and fall 2021 semesters in their annual evaluations and allowing faculty to indicate their choice by including or excluding TNVoice survey results in materials for their supervisor to review, and cautioning Deans and department heads against using TNVoice results if faculty choose to exclude them.